The Eshelby formalism for inclusion/inhomogeneity problems is extended to the nanoscale at which surface/interface effects become important. The interior and exterior Eshelby tensors for a spherical inhomogeneous inclusion with the interface stress effect subjected to an arbitrary uniform eigenstrain embedded in an infinite alien matrix, and the stress concentration tensors for a spherical inhomogeneity subjected to an arbitrary remote uniform stress field are obtained. Unlike their counterparts at the macro-scale, the Eshelby and stress concentration tensors are, in general, not uniform inside the inhomogeneity but are position-dependent. They have the property of radial transverse isotropy. It is also shown that the size-dependence of the Eshelby tensors and the stress concentration tensors follow very simple scaling laws. Finally, the Eshelby formula to calculate the strain energy in the presence of the interface effect is given.
Introduction
The concept of surface/interface stress has been steadily developed (e.g. Shuttleworth 1950; Herring 1953; Orowan 1970; Murr 1975; Cammarata 1994) since it was first introduced by Gibbs (1906) . Atoms at a surface/interface experience a different local environment than atoms in the interior of a material, and the equilibrium position and energy of these atoms will, in general, be different from those of the atoms in the interior. The properties of a solid that are sensitive to the atomic positions or energies will inevitably be affected at or near a surface/interface. For a medium in which the number of atoms near the surface/interface is small compared to the total number of atoms, such effect is insignificant, and may be rightfully ignored. However, for nanostructured materials (Gleiter 2000; Ghoniem et al. 2003) and nanochannel-array materials (Masuda & Fukuda 1995; Pokropivnyi 2002; Gu et al. 2004; Martin & Siwy 2004) with a large ratio of the surface/interface region to the bulk, the surface/interface effect can be substantial. For example, materials with reduced size and dimensionality such as thin films, nanowires, nanotubes, or metallic clusters may exhibit exceptional properties not noticed at the macro-scale. For this reason, the study of surface/interface effect has attracted considerable attention of researchers in physics, materials science and mechanics for many years (e.g. Thomson et al. 1986; Streitz et al. 1994; Gurtin et al. 1998; Nix & Gao 1998; Wu et al. 1998; Spaepen 2000; Kong & Wang 2003; Sharma et al. 2003, among others) . Miller & Shenoy (2000) studied the effect of surface stress on the elastic properties of nanosized plates and beams using a continuum model and atomistic simulation. Cuenot et al. (2004) analysed the surface tension effect on the mechanical properties of nanowires by measuring their elastic moduli using atomic force microscopy. Zhou & Huang (2004) studied the elastic properties of nanoplates by using a combination of molecular statics and ab initio calculations, and demonstrated that the surface can elastically soften or stiffen the nanoplates compared with the corresponding bulk. All these works show that the elastic moduli vary with the size of the materials due to the surface effect. Recently, Wu et al. (2004) have studied the stress concentration near a nanohole and the influence of a nanohole on the elastic properties of a single crystal Ag from both atomistic and continuum viewpoints. Their results indicate that at the nanoscale, continuum mechanics solutions can still give indicative results. The use of continuum mechanics has been experimentally verified to be valid for plates as thin as three atomic monolayers, and classical elasticity and atomistic methods have been shown to give similar results for small strains (less than 5%; Stoleru et al. 2002) .
Heterogeneous materials may be subjected to eigenstrains during production and service such as lattice parameter mismatch, thermal expansion, inelastic strains, etc. In such situations, surface/interface effect may also become important for nano-structured materials. For example, there is considerable interest in the strain distribution in and around a buried quantum dot with misfit eigenstrain as this is essential to the calculation of the electronic and optical properties of devices and crucial for the understanding of the mechanics of growth (e.g. Gosling & Willis 1995; Faux & Pearson 2000; Freund & Johnson 2001; Stoleru et al. 2002) . The strain distribution and optoelectronic properties of a buried quantum dot are influenced by the interface properties (Sharma & Ganti 2004) .
The Eshelby tensors (Eshelby 1957 (Eshelby , 1959 for inclusions/inhomogeneities are fundamental to the solution of many problems in materials science, solid state physics and mechanics of composites. In the terminology of Eshelby (1957) and Mura (1987) , an inclusion denotes a subdomain in a solid subjected to an eigenstrain; an inhomogeneity is a region with elastic properties distinct from those of the matrix. When an eigenstrain is given to an inhomogeneity, it is called an inhomogeneous inclusion. There are three methods to solve the inclusion/inhomogeneity problems: the Eshelby equivalent inclusion method, the integral equation method and the displacement potential method. The Eshelby equivalent inclusion method is convenient for inhomogeneities when the elastic fields are uniform; however, it is difficult to obtain closed-form solutions with this method for general non-uniform elastic fields in inhomogeneities. Therefore, in this paper, we shall not use the Eshelby equivalent method to solve the inhomogeneity problem; instead, as in the works of Karihaloo & Viswanathan (1988a,b) , we shall use the displacement potential method to solve the inhomogeneity problem with the interface stress effect. Actually, Eshelby himself (1957 Eshelby himself ( , 1959 , by making reference to the work of Robinson (1951) , mentioned that the displacement potential method was one of the means to obtain the solutions of inhomogeneity problems.
Recently, Sharma et al. (2003) analysed the elastic field of a spherical inhomogeneity with the interface stress effect subjected to a combination of a uniform dilatational eigenstrain and a hydrostatic remote loading in an infinite medium; Sharma & Ganti (2004) , using Green's functions, gave the solution of a spherical inclusion with the interface effect subjected to a uniform dilatational eigenstrain in an infinite medium. In both these works, the stress fields in the spherical inclusion and inhomogeneity were found to be uniform under the considered dilatational eigenstrain and hydrostatic remote loading conditions. Although Sharma & Ganti (2004) solved the Eshelby tensor for the spherical inclusion with the interface effect, it must be pointed out that they did not give the complete Eshelby tensor for a general uniform eigenstrain. Instead, their expression for the Eshelby tensor is restricted to the case when the elastic field inside the inclusion is uniform. Because the strain field inside a spherical inclusion induced by a uniform dilatational eigenstrain is indeed uniform, Sharma & Ganti (2004) only gave the total strain in the inclusion due to such a uniform dilatational eigenstrain. In this paper, we shall show that the elastic fields in a spherical inclusion and inhomogeneity with the interface stress effect under a general uniform eigenstrain and/or general uniform remote stress are generally no longer uniform.
It is noted that the Eshelby formalism includes the following parts (Eshelby 1956 (Eshelby , 1957 (Eshelby , 1959 : the strain field in an inclusion subjected to an arbitrary uniform eigenstrain in an infinite elastic medium, the elastic field in an inhomogeneity in an infinite medium subjected to a prescribed arbitrary uniform remote stress, and strain energy in solids containing inhomogeneities. In this paper, we shall present the results for these three problems for a spherical inclusion and inhomogeneity with the interface effect, thus extending the classical Eshelby formalism for inclusion/inhomogeneity problems to the nanoscale by taking into account the surface/interface effect. This paper is organized as follows. In §2, the basic equations for the solutions of boundary-value problems with the interface stress effect are presented. Then in §3, we present the solution for the problem of a spherical inhomogeneous inclusion, namely, a spherical inhomogeneity with elastic properties distinct from the surrounding matrix subjected an arbitrary uniform eigenstrain. For this problem, the interior and exterior Eshelby tensors are presented. The former gives the total strain in the inhomogeneity itself and the latter the strain in the medium outside the inhomogeneity. In §4, we solve the stress field in an infinite medium containing a spherical inhomogeneity with the interface stress effect subjected to an arbitrary uniform remote stress. In this case, we no longer talk about Eshelby tensors but instead introduce stress concentration tensors which relate the stress fields in the inhomogeneity and the matrix to the remote stress. For the above two problems, unlike the classical solutions and the solutions of Sharma et al. (2003) , and Sharma & Ganti (2004) , the complete interior Eshelby and stress concentration tensors in the inhomogeneity are, in general, not uniform but position-dependent. This is one of the fundamental differences between the present paper and those of Sharma et al. (2003) , and Sharma & Ganti (2004) . The results in the latter two papers are shown to be special cases of the general results in this paper. It is further shown that due to geometrical and physical symmetry, the Eshelby and stress concentration tensors all possess the property of radial transverse isotropy such that they can be expressed elegantly and concisely in the Walpole notation (Walpole 1981) . The Eshelby and stress concentration tensors are found to depend on two intrinsic length scales and on the size of the inhomogeneity. Thus, in §5, we show on the example of interior Eshelby tensor that this sizedependence follows a simple scaling law. In §6, we present the Eshelby formula to calculate the strain energy of a heterogeneous medium in the presence of the surface/interface effect. The developments in the following are referenced to an interface between two media; the arguments are equally applicable to a surface.
Model and formulation (a ) Interface stress model
Interface stress can be defined in various ways. One definition is the interface excess of bulk stress (Ibach 1997; Müller & Saúl 2004) . Another definition is given through the Shuttleworth equation (Shuttleworth 1950) . In order to investigate the interface stress effect on the elastic fields of heterogeneous materials, an extra group of basic equations is needed in addition to those of classical elasticity. To derive these, consider a system consisting of two solids U 1 and U 2 with different material properties. By considering the equilibrium of an element of a general curved interface S 12 with unit normal vector n between the two materials U 1 and U 2 (in subsequent sections, U 1 and U 2 will denote an inhomogeneity and matrix, respectively), the equilibrium equations of the interface can be obtained (Povstenko 1993) : (Gurtin & Murdoch 1975) . Equation (2.1) is the generalized Young-Laplace equation for solids. It can be derived in various ways, for example, by the principle of virtual work. For a curved interface S 12 with two orthogonal unit base vectors e 1 and e 2 in the tangent plane and a unit vector n perpendicular to the interface, V S $t can be expressed as follows:
where a 1 and a 2 denote the two parameters determining the interface such that a 1 Zconst. and a 2 Zconst. give two sets of mutually orthogonal curves on S 12 , and h 1 and h 2 are the corresponding metric coefficients. R 1 and R 2 are the radii of the principal curvatures, and t 11 , t 22 and t 12 are the components of the interface stress tensor t. As can be seen from equation (2.2), the first term on the righthand side corresponds to the classical Young-Laplace equation; the remaining terms signify that a non-uniform distribution of the interface stress or a uniform interface stress on a surface with varying curvature needs to be balanced by a bulk shear stress in the abutting materials. Equation (2.1) is in line with the equations of Gurtin & Murdoch (1975) for a surface. It should be mentioned that Steigmann & Ogden (1999) have generalized the Gurtin-Murdoch theory (Gurtin & Murdoch 1975) to account for the effect of flexural resistance of elastic films attached to the bounding surfaces of solids. In addition to the generalized Young-Laplace equation (2.1), we also need the interface constitutive equation to solve the boundary-value problems with the interface stress effect. Gurtin & Murdoch (1975) have given a linear constitutive equation for surface elasticity based on the principles of constitutive theory. Bottomley & Ogino (2001) also suggested a linear relation, which is termed Hooke's law in their paper, between surface stress tensor t and surface elastic strain tensor 3
where C s is the surface stiffness tensor. Miller & Shenoy (2000) have also presented the linear constitutive equation (2.3). For an elastically isotropic surface/interface, the constitutive equation (2.3) can be expressed as
where l s and m s are the interface moduli, and 1 is the second-order unit tensor in two-dimensional space. For a coherent interface (Cahn 1978; Rottman 1988) , the interface strain 3 s is equal to the tangential strain in the abutting bulk materials. It is noted that in equation (2.4), we are considering an elastically isotropic interface. In general, the interface elastic constants are functions of the complete set of crystallographic parameters of the interface, and interfaces in solids will usually have anisotropic stresses in which all the tensor components depend on all the macroscopic and microscopic degrees of freedom of the interface (Gurtin et al. 1998 ). However, as pointed out by Weissmüller & Cahn (1997) , to determine fully the interface stress would be an enormous undertaking out of proportion to its usefulness. Moreover, in an untextured polycrystal, one can assume that the interface anisotropies have isotropic probability distributions, permitting derivations of simple relations for well-defined orientational averages of the interface properties. Hence, suitable orientational averages of the interface stress can be meaningful quantities (Ibach 1997) . From these arguments, it is clear that, although the calculation and measurement of interface stress is not a simple task (Ibach 1997) , the physical essence of interface elasticity may still be well reflected by an isotropic assumption for macroscopically isotropic materials.
The displacement continuity condition of the coherent interface and equation (2.1) constitute the interface conditions. Therefore, the basic set of equations for solving elastostatic problems of heterogeneous materials consists of these interface conditions, the constitutive equation of the interface (2.4) and the following equilibrium equations, strain-displacement relations, and constitutive equations for the bulk materials:
where u k and 3 k denote the displacement and strain fields in U 1 and U 2 , respectively, and l k and m k are the conventional elastic moduli of U 1 and U 2 . The super-and subscripts kZ1,2 denote the two materials on either side of the interface. I (2) is the second-order unit tensor in three-dimensional space.
(b ) Definition of Eshelby tensors and stress concentration tensors
As mentioned in §1, we shall first consider the inhomogeneous inclusion problem, namely, a spherical inhomogeneity with the interface stress is given a uniform eigenstrain 3*. For this problem, the Eshelby tensors S k (x) (kZ1, 2) relate the total strains 3 k (x) in the inhomogeneity (kZ1), denoted by U 1 , and the matrix (kZ2), denoted by U 2 , to the prescribed uniform eigenstrain 3* in the inhomogeneity, i.e. 3 k ðxÞ Z S k ðxÞ : 3 Ã ðk Z 1; 2Þ; cx 2U 1 C U 2 ; ð2:6Þ where x is the position vector. The displacement field u* in the inhomogeneity corresponding to the uniform eigenstrain 3* is expressed as
ð2:7Þ The interface and boundary conditions for this problem are as follows:
where the superscripts 1 and 2 denote the inhomogeneity and the matrix, respectively. We shall next consider the problem where a spherical inhomogeneity with the interface stress is embedded in an infinite elastic medium with a prescribed arbitrary uniform remote stress field s 0 . The interior stress concentration tensor for this problem (i.e. inside the inhomogeneity) has recently been given by Duan et al. (2005b) . Here, we shall present both the interior and exterior stress concentration tensors for completeness. The stress concentration tensors T k (x) (kZ1, 2) relate the total stresses s k (x) in the two phases to the prescribed uniform remote stress s 0 , i.e.
ð2:10Þ The interface and boundary conditions for this problem are as follows:
In the next section, we outline the solution procedure for the inhomogeneous inclusion problem.
Solution of spherical inhomogeneous inclusion problem (a ) Solution procedure
Consider a spherical inhomogeneity of radius R embedded in an infinite medium. It is given an arbitrary uniform eigenstrain 3*. This elastostatic problem with the interface stress is solved using the principle of superposition, that is, we obtain the complete set of the components of the Eshelby tensors S k (x) through the consideration of several particular eigenstrains. For this, we first solve the elastic field induced by 3 Ã zz Z 1, and the solution is given in the spherical coordinate system (r, q, 4). The axisymmetric elasticity problem for spherical domains can be solved in a general fashion in terms of functions of r multiplied by Legendre polynomials of q. For the present problem, only a solution associated with Legendre polynomials nZ0, 2 is needed (Lur'e 1964). It is expedient to split the displacement field into its dilatational part, Here, and in the following, the sub-and superscripts kZ1, 2 denote the inhomogeneity and matrix, respectively, and P 2 (cos q) is the Legendre polynomial of order two. A
ð3:5Þ Therefore, for brevity, we introduce constants A, B, C, D, F and G such that
where the subscript pairs pqZxx, yy, zz, xy, xz and yz denote the eigenstrain cases 3
Ã xz Z 1 and 3 Ã yz Z 1, respectively. Thus, the repeated subscripts in equation (3.6) do not represent summation. Note that the last two expressions in equation (3.6) are applicable to ppZxx, yy and zz only. Therefore, the total strain fields in the inhomogeneity and matrix are expressed in terms of the constants A, B, C, D, F and G. Knowing these constants, the Eshelby tensors in the inhomogeneous inclusion and matrix can be calculated from the formulas given in the following section, where we shall also discuss their general properties.
(b ) Eshelby tensors
In view of the geometrical and physical symmetry of the inhomogeneous inclusion problem under consideration, the Eshelby tensors in the two phases are transversely isotropic with any of the radial lines being an axis of symmetry. However, it should be noted that unlike the classical interior Eshelby tensor for an ellipsoidal inhomogeneity without the interface stress, the interior Eshelby tensor with the interface stress is generally position-dependent. Using the Walpole notation (Walpole 1981) for transversely isotropic tensors, a fourth-order tensor S k (r) with radial symmetry can be expressed as In the matrix (U 2 ), the exterior Eshelby tensor is again given by (3.8) withS 2 ðrÞ beingS 2 ðrÞ Z
6D
1
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ð3:14Þ
In equations (3.13) and (3.14), hZr/R, and
; B Z h 12 3h 11 ; To reveal the salient features of the Eshelby tensors (3.8) for the inhomogeneous inclusion with the interface stress that are absent in the classical Eshelby tensors, we present below the major components of the interior Eshelby tensor S 1 (r) in cartesian coordinates (for brevity, we drop the superscript 1) is a constant tensor even in the presence of the interface effect and thus the stress field in the inhomogeneous inclusion is uniform, confirming the result of Sharma et al. (2003) for a dilatational eigenstrain. Further, when the elastic constants of the inhomogeneity are the same as those of the matrix, namely, G 1 Z1 and n 1 Zn 2 , the inhomogeneity becomes an inclusion. In this case, for a dilatational eigenstrain 3*Ze
, the strain fields in the inclusion and the matrix reduce to those in the paper of Sharma & Ganti (2004) . Therefore, the previous results of Sharma et al. (2003) and Sharma & Ganti (2004) are all special cases of the present general solutions.
Solution of spherical inhomogeneity problem
In §3, we gave the Eshelby tensors that relate the eigenstrain to the total strains inside a spherical inhomogeneous inclusion and outside it. In this section, we solve the elastic field in a spherical inhomogeneity with the interface stress embedded in an alien matrix which is subjected to a uniform stress s 0 at infinity. Because the Eshelby equivalent inclusion method is not used, we shall call the corresponding tensors the interior and exterior stress concentration tensors. These tensors in equation (2.10) relate the stress fields in the inhomogeneity and matrix to the remote stress tensor s 0 . As for the inhomogeneous inclusion problem in the §3, this inhomogeneity problem under remote loading is also solved by the principle of superposition (Duan et al. 2005b) . For example, the solutions under s 0 zz Z 1 are still given by (3.1)-(3.4) with the constants determined by interface and boundary conditions (2.11) and (2.12) and the condition to avoid a singularity at rZ0. In the inhomogeneity (kZ1) C 1)-(3.4) for the inhomogeneity and matrix still obey the relations (3.5). In this case, we define constants A, B, C, D, F and G such that
As before, the subscript pairs pqZxx, yy, zz, xy, xz and yz denote the remote stress cases s
xz Z 1 and s 0 yz Z 1, respectively. Again, the last two expressions in equation (4.1) are applicable to ppZxx, yy and zz only. Therefore, the total stress fields in the inhomogeneity and matrix are expressed in terms of the constants A, B, C, D, F and G.
The stress concentration tensors for the spherical inhomogeneity with the interface effect can be expressed as andẼ is given by equations (3.10)-(3.12). In the inhomogeneity (U 1 ), the stress concentration tensor is given by equation (4.2) withT 1 ðrÞ being
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ð4:4Þ
In the matrix (U 2 ), the stress concentration tensor is again given by equation (4.2) withT 2 ðrÞ being
where h 11 has been given in equation (3.16), and where h 11 is given in equation (3.16). It is interesting to note that uniform stress fields appear when A 1 axis vanishes. This can happen for a finite size inhomogeneity when: (i) the surface effect is absent, k s Zm s Z0, (ii) the remote loading is hydrostatic, cZ1 (confirming again the results of Sharma et al. (2003) ) and (iii) h 11 /N, which is the case if the inhomogeneity is infinitely rigid in comparison with the matrix (G 1 /N in (3.16) ). In all other cases, the stress field inside the inhomogeneity and outside it is not uniform.
In particular, for a spherical nano-void, the normalized hoop stress at the boundary of the void under s 0 zz Z T and s figure 1 , 'A' and 'B' denote the solutions for the two sets of surface properties, respectively, and 'C' the classical solution without the surface effect. It is seen from figure 1 that the stress concentration decreases (increases) with increasing void size due to the surface effect until it reaches the classical solution (without the surface effect) which is independent of the void size. The effect of the surface stress on the stress concentration also depends on the stress triaxiality. The lower the stress triaxiality, the greater the stress concentration. The surface effect on the stress concentration becomes negligible for void radius larger than 50 nm under uniaxial tension (cZ0), while under hydrostatic loading (cZ1), the surface effect is already negligible for void radius larger than 25 nm.
Scaling law for interior Eshelby tensor
We have seen above that an isotropic surface/interface is characterized by two surface/interface elastic constants k s and m s , giving rise to two intrinsic length scales l k Zjk s j/m 2 and l m Zjm s j/m 2 . For many materials, for instance, metals, the intrinsic length scales l k and l m are in the order of 0.01-0.1 nm. Thus, the surface/interface effect will only become significant at the nano-scale, as evidenced by the elastic moduli of Ag and Pb nanowires (Cuenot et al. 2004) , and the effective elastic constants of heterogeneous solids containing nano-voids (Duan et al. 2005a) . It is seen from § §3 and 4 that the Eshelby tensors and the stress concentration tensors are all functions of the ratios between these intrinsic length scales and the size of the inhomogeneity, namely, k r s Z l k =R and m r s Z l m =R. Thus, when R is sufficiently large compared to these intrinsic length scales, say, RO3 nm, the non-dimensional parameters k r s Z l k =R and m r s Z l m =R will be small. We can then expand the components of the Eshelby and stress concentration tensors in terms of these small non-dimensional parameters and retain only the linear terms. In this way, we can obtain a very simple scaling law for the Eshelby and stress concentration tensors. Here, we only show the details of the scaling law for the interior Eshelby tensor for a spherical inhomogeneous inclusion S 1 ðxÞ Z S 1 ðNÞ C S 1 ðR; xÞ; ð5:1Þ with
Here, S 1 (N) is the classical interior Eshelby tensor for a spherical inhomogeneous inclusion, and a(x) and b(x) are two position-dependent tensors. S 1 (N) is still given by equations (3.8) and (3.13) but with A, F and B in equation (3.13) replaced with A N , F N and B N , respectively,
When G 1 Z1, n 1 Zn 2 , S 1 (N) reduces to the classical Eshelby tensor for the inclusion problem. S 1 (R, x) is still given by equations (3.8) and (3.13), but with A, F and B in equation (3.13) replaced with A R , F R and B R , respectively,
ð5:5Þ By comparing the values of the components of the Eshelby tensor in equation (5.1) with the exact values given in equation (3.8) together with the expression in equation (3.13), it can be confirmed that the scaling law equation (5.1) gives very accurate results for l k !0.1 nm, l m !0.1 nm and RO3 nm. The exterior Eshelby and stress concentration tensors can also be shown to follow scaling laws similar to that in equation (5.1). They will not be reproduced here. Many physical properties with the surface/interface stress effect can be shown to obey similar scaling laws, for example, the effective moduli of heterogeneous solids containing nanoinhomogeneities obtained by various micromechanical homogenization schemes (Duan et al. 2005a) .
Eshelby formula
The Eshelby formula gives the strain energy in solids containing inhomogeneities (Eshelby 1956 ). It is of great value in heterogeneous material analysis because it reduces the usual volume integrations for calculating strain energy to surface integration. Consider an inhomogeneity in an elastic matrix. Such a problem arises, for example, in the prediction of the effective moduli of heterogeneous materials (Duan et al. 2005a) . Denote the external surface of the matrix by S and the interface between the inhomogeneity and matrix by G. Under uniform strain boundary condition u(S)Z3 0 $x, where x is the position vector and 3 0 is a constant strain tensor, the Eshelby formula with the interface effect is given by Here, U is the elastic strain energy in the heterogeneous material, n is the outward unit normal vector to G (the positive direction being defined from inhomogeneity to matrix), and s 2 and u are the stress and displacement at G with the superscript '2' signifying that the stress is to be evaluated on the matrix side. s 0 and u 0 , on the other hand, denote the stress and displacement in the homogeneous body of volume V made of the matrix only. Under uniform stress boundary condition P ðSÞZ s 0 $N , where N is the outward unit normal vector to S and s 0 is a constant stress tensor, the Eshelby formula with the interface effect is Zs 2 , equations (6.1) and (6.3) reduce to the classical Eshelby formulae.
Conclusions
Surface/interface stress may significantly influence the behaviour of materials at the nano-scale. The Eshelby formalism for inclusion/inhomogeneity problems in an elastic continuum has been extended to nano-inhomogeneities by appending equilibrium and continuity conditions at coherent interfaces to the equilibrium and constitutive equations of the bulk materials. The interior and exterior Eshelby tensors for a spherical inhomogeneous inclusion with an arbitrary uniform eigenstrain and the stress concentration tensors for a spherical inhomogeneity with the interface stress effect under a prescribed arbitrary remote uniform stress field are presented. It is shown that the interior Eshelby and stress concentration tensors for nano-inhomogeneities are generally not uniform and depend on the size of the inhomogeneity. This observation may have significant implications in the study of the mechanical response of nanostructured materials, such as quantum dots and nanocomposites, etc. 
